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Beautifully suited for either hauling 7 teammates and their equipment to practice or stylishly conveying their parents to an evening gala.

Volvo’s XC90, powered by an all-aluminum in-line 6-cylinder, provides luxury and utility in large doses. Available in FWD and AWD configurations, the XC90 balances its flexible 85.1 cu. ft. of cargo capacity and seating for seven with a luxurious interior. Standard leather seating, SiriusXM Satellite radio, moonroof and Bluetooth technology with streaming audio add to your driving enjoyment. An available Blind Spot Information System (BLIS), Navigation with Real Time Traffic (RTT) and Rear Seat Entertainment (RSE) with dual screens can make any trip a real pleasure.
A SPIRITED, AFFORDABLE AND VERSATILE SPORTS COUPE EXECUTED WITH SWEDISH FLAIR AND TAILORED TO YOUR LIFESTYLE.

In either T5 or aggressive T5 R-DESIGN trim, the C30 features Volvo’s renowned turbocharged 2.5-liter inline 5-cylinder engine, an available R-DESIGN sport-tuned chassis and a choice of 6-speed manual or 5-speed Geartronic transmission. Add the optional Climate package for Dual zone electronic climate control and heated seats or the available Blind Spot Information System (BLIS). The Premier, Premier Plus and Platinum trim levels add additional features to help you enjoy your C30 even more.
The top is down. You sense the wind as it licks around the edge of your awareness. The sun is warm.

Beautiful both as a four-seat convertible or a handsome coupe, the C70 rewards driver and passenger alike with standard Sovereign Hide Full Soft Leather and available features such as Navigation with Real Time Traffic (RTT), a 910 watt Premium Sound System with two subwoofers, Climate Package, and a reassuring array of safety features include Volvo’s Rollover Protection System, Door-mounted Inflatable Curtain and Side-Impact Protection System.
WITH SCULPTED LINES AND AGGRESSIVE STANCE, THE S60 PROMISES MUCH AND DELIVERS MORE.

With your choice of a T5 5-cylinder with front wheel drive, available AWD, or a T6 6-cylinder AWD, the Volvo S60 sport sedan offers a broad array of luxury appointments and safety features such as City Safety – Volvo’s low speed collision avoidance system and optional Pedestrian Detection with Full Auto Brake that help watch over you like a protective parent. Sport seats, Dual zone electronic climate control, Bluetooth hands free technology with streaming audio and SiriusXM Satellite radio are just a few of the many standard features.
ATHLETIC, COMPOSED, LUXURIANT, SAFE AND QUIETLY CONFIDENT AS IT EFFORTLESSLY DELIVERS A SUPERIOR DRIVING EXPERIENCE IN ALL CONDITIONS.

Volvo’s S80 rewards driver and passenger alike with a complete luxury driving experience. Available features include the Inscription Package, offering perforated Full Soft leathers and a leather dash covering with accent stitching. The optional T6 Dynamic package provides a more spirited S80 driving experience. Leather seating surfaces, dual-zone climate control, Bluetooth technology with streaming audio, SiriusXM Satellite radio and City Safety – Volvo’s low speed collision avoidance technology, are standard. You can also add Pedestrian Detection with Full Auto Brake, Collision Avoidance with Full Auto Brake and Adaptive Cruise Control with Queue Assist. Offered in two variants, the 3.2-liter inline 6-cylinder Front-Wheel Drive 3.2 and the All-Wheel Drive 3.0-liter turbocharged inline 6-cylinder T6. A Volvo flagship that delivers an exceptional balance of performance, luxury, technology and efficiency.
HANDSOMELY ENDOWED WITH BOTH STYLE AND SUBSTANCE, THE XC60 DELIVERS A SUPERB DRIVING EXPERIENCE WHETHER CRUISING THE BOULEVARD OR TRAVERSING A RUTTED DIRT PATH.

Street smart means having the awareness to be safe and the capability to be happy. Available in both front wheel and all wheel drive versions, life enjoyed with the XC60 transforms a journey into a pleasurable driving experience thanks to the XC60’s Dual-zone Electronic Climate Control, Bluetooth® capability with streaming audio and available leather seating surfaces, Panoramic Roof, Premium Sound System and Rear Seat Entertainment System with dual DVD players. Street smart? Absolutely, consider the XC60’s City Safety – Volvo’s low speed collision avoidance system, and the available Technology Package with Adaptive Cruise Control with Queue Assist, Pedestrian Detection with Full Auto Brake, Collision Warning with Full Auto Brake, Distance Alert, Driver Alert Control and Lane Departure Warning.
GRACEFULLY TOUGH AND ELEGANT, THINK TRIATHLETE AT A BLACK TIE AFFAIR.

Available in All-Wheel Drive configuration with either a 3.2-liter 6-cylinder or T6 turbocharged 3.0-liter 6-cylinder engine, every XC70 provides all-season and all-road driving confidence. The rugged 6-speed Geartronic automatic transmission delivers smooth shifting whether cruising to the movies or reaching that campsite. Standard features include City Safety – Volvo’s low speed collision avoidance system, Bluetooth hands free technology with streaming audio, SiriusXM satellite radio, Dual-zone electronic climate control and distinctive XC styling. Available technologies like Pedestrian Detection with Full Auto Brake, Collision Avoidance with Full Auto Brake and Adaptive Cruise Control with Queue Assist add to the overall driving experience.
MEET THE FAMILY

**S**
- **Volvo S40**: The sports sedan, worth getting passionate about.
- **Volvo S80**: The premier sedan, meticulously engineered for superior driving comfort.

**XC**
- **Volvo XC60**: A sporty coupe and a capable all-rounder fused into a Swedish crossover experience.
- **Volvo XC70**: The rugged yet stylish all-rounder.
- **Volvo XC90**: The versatile SUV that takes you anywhere with grace.

**C**
- **Volvo C30**: The compact and charismatic SportsCoupé.
- **Volvo C70**: A convertible when you want it.
- **Volvo C70**: A coupe when you need it to be.
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